A full morphology ͑FM͒ model has been developed for studying the two-phase characteristics of the gas diffusion medium in a polymer electrolyte fuel cell ͑PEFC͒. The three-dimensional ͑3D͒ fibrous microstructure for the nonwoven gas diffusion layer ͑GDL͒ microstructure has been reconstructed using a stochastic technique for Toray090 and SGL10BA carbon papers. The FM model directly solves for the capillary pressure-saturation relations on the detailed morphology of the reconstructed GDL from drainage simulations. The estimated capillary pressure-saturation curves can be used as valuable inputs to macroscopic two-phase models. Additionally, 3D visualization of the water distribution in the gas diffusion medium suggests that only a small number of pores are occupied by liquid water at breakthrough. Based on a reduced compression model, the two-phase behavior of the GDL under mechanical load is also investigated and the capillary pressure-saturation relations are evaluated for different compression levels. © 2007 The Electrochemical Society. ͓DOI: 10.1149/1.2472547͔ All rights reserved. The polymer electrolyte fuel cells ͑PEFCs͒, which convert the chemical energy of hydrogen directly into electrical energy, are considered as the most promising alternative energy-conversion devices in the 21st century for several applications including automotive, stationary and portable power. The electrochemical reaction occurring in the cathode catalyst layer ͑CL͒, referred to as the oxygen reduction reaction combines protons, resulting from hydrogen oxidation in the anode catalyst layer, with oxygen to produce water and waste heat. Although tremendous progress has been made in recent years in enhancing overall performance of the PEFC, one major performance-limiting step is the coverage of the reaction sites in the CLs as well as the blockage of the reactant-transporting networks in the porous gas diffusion layers ͑GDLs͒ due to liquid water, which hinders the oxidant from reaching the active reaction sites in the CLs at high current density operation. The GDL plays a crucial role in the overall water management which requires a delicate balance between reactant transport from the gas channels and water removal from the electrochemically active sites. Mathias et al.
The polymer electrolyte fuel cells ͑PEFCs͒, which convert the chemical energy of hydrogen directly into electrical energy, are considered as the most promising alternative energy-conversion devices in the 21st century for several applications including automotive, stationary and portable power. The electrochemical reaction occurring in the cathode catalyst layer ͑CL͒, referred to as the oxygen reduction reaction combines protons, resulting from hydrogen oxidation in the anode catalyst layer, with oxygen to produce water and waste heat. Although tremendous progress has been made in recent years in enhancing overall performance of the PEFC, one major performance-limiting step is the coverage of the reaction sites in the CLs as well as the blockage of the reactant-transporting networks in the porous gas diffusion layers ͑GDLs͒ due to liquid water, which hinders the oxidant from reaching the active reaction sites in the CLs at high current density operation. The GDL plays a crucial role in the overall water management which requires a delicate balance between reactant transport from the gas channels and water removal from the electrochemically active sites. Mathias et al. 1 provided a comprehensive overview of GDL structure and functions.
Several studies have been attempted in recent years to model two-phase behavior and flooding phenomena in polymer electrolyte fuel cells in various degrees of complexities. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Recent reviews by Wang 16 and Weber and Newman 17 provide comprehensive overview of various two-phase PEFC models and address the water management issue with particular attention to GDL in significant details. However, all of the above-mentioned macroscopic two-phase models are plagued with the scarcity of realistic two-phase correlations, in terms of capillary pressure and relative permeability as functions of water saturation, tailored specifically for actual gas diffusion medium characterized by woven or nonwoven fibrous structures. Due to the lack of reliable two phase correlations, these models often deploy a generic curve-fitted capillary pressure-saturation data originally obtained by Udell 18 in the form of Leverett-J function from imbibition in water-wet unconsolidated sand. 19 In order to enhance the fidelity of the two-phase computational fuel cell dynamics models, it is imperative to investigate the interplay between underlying microstructure and two-phase characteristics of the porous gas diffusion medium in polymer electrolyte fuel cells.
Recently, Gostick et al. 20 reported capillary pressure-saturation data for various GDL materials from drainage experiments using standard porosimetry technique. However, hardly any modeling efforts in estimating two-phase characteristics of the GDL in terms of capillary pressure as a function of liquid water saturation have been reported in the literature.
In the present study, digital computer models of nonwoven carbon paper GDLs are reconstructed using a stochastic generation method 21, 22 with structural inputs, namely fiber diameter, fiber orientation, and porosity, obtained from two-dimensional scanning electron microscopy ͑SEM͒ micrographs of the GDL and related available data from literature. A full morphology ͑FM͒ model [23] [24] [25] is subsequently developed, which is again the attempt to investigate two-phase behavior in the reconstructed GDL microstructures by simulating a drainage process. Capillary pressure as function of liquid water saturation is estimated for two different nonwoven GDL materials. The capillary pressure correlations predicted by the FM model are subsequently compared with experimental data available in the literature. 20 Furthermore, the effect of cell clamping pressure on the two-phase characteristics of a carbon paper GDL is investigated. The importance of clamping pressure on fuel cell performance has been studied by several researchers. Notable works include Mathias et al., 1 Wilde et al., 26 and Ihonen et al.. 27 Mathias et al. 1 reported compression and flexural behavior of carbon paper and carbon cloth GDLs and indicated the effect of compressive characteristics on the channel flow-field pressure drop. Wilde et al. 26 studied the impact of compression force on the GDL properties, namely electrical resistivity, pore size, and permeability for different materials and briefly described the resulting influence on PEFC performance. Ihonen and co-workers, 27 on the other hand, tried to assess experimentally the influence of clamping pressure on the flooding behavior of the GDL. However, none of these studies focused on the dependency of capillary pressure-saturation relation on clamping pressure through its tight coupling on the underlying GDL structure. In the present study, we report the variation of two-phase correlations in terms of capillary pressure-water saturation relation for the GDL with various levels of cell compression. Finally, the predictive capability of the present model in estimating realistic two-phase correlations for input into macroscopic two-phase fuel cell dynamics models is emphasized.
Experimental
The construction of a realistic GDL pore morphology is the essential prerequisite for unveiling the influence of the underlying structure on the two-phase behavior. This can be achieved either by three-dimensional ͑3D͒ volume imaging or by constructing a digital microstructure based on stochastic models. Noninvasive experimental techniques, such as X-ray and magnetic resonance computed microtomography are the popular methods for the 3D imaging of the pore structure. Another alternative is the reconstruction of the microstructure using stochastic simulation techniques. The low cost and high speed of data generation make the stochastic generation methods the preferred choice over the experimental imaging techniques. In the present study, the GDL is a nonwoven carbon paper, which consists of well-defined carbon fibers with a fixed diameter. As can be observed from the SEM micrograph image of a typical carbon paper GDL in Fig. 1 , the fibers are randomLy oriented in the xy plane, which leads to an anisotropic material characterized by in-plane and through-plane properties.
In order to develop a manageable model for the microstructure generation, the following assumptions are particularly made about the investigated carbon-paper GDLs:
The fibers are long compared to the sample size and their crimp is negligible.
The interaction between the fibers can be neglected, i.e., the fibers are allowed to overlap.
Due to the fabrication process, the fiber system is macroscopically homogeneous and isotropic in the material plane, defined as the xy plane. This implies that the distribution properties of the stochastic model are invariant with respect to translations as well as rotations about the z axis.
These assumptions justify a stationary Poisson line process with a one-parametric directional distribution, where the cylinders are attached to the centers of the lines. The diameter and shape distribution can be selected according to the specifications provided by the manufacturer of the nonwoven carbon paper GDL. In the current work, we restrict ourselves to circular cross sections typical for carbon fibers. Following the approach in Ref. 22 , the directional distribution is given in polar coordinates by its density. Thus, the density p͑,͒ is chosen as a function of the altitude and the longitude
͓1͔
Due to the isotropy in the xy plane, p͑,͒ is independent of . We call ␤ the anisotropy parameter where the case ␤ = 1 describes an isotropic cylinder system. For increasing ␤ the fibers tend to be more and more parallel to the xy plane.
Microstructural characterization.-Using the input parameters given in Table I , the microstructures of a Toray090 and a SGL10BA carbon paper GDL are reconstructed. Apart from having lower porosity as compared to the SGL10BA GDL, in the Toray090 carbon paper the fibers are fixed by a resin binder 1 while its amount can vary significantly. Additionally, there is a significant difference between the two investigated materials since the fiber orientation of the Toray090 is strongly anisotropic. The fiber orientation of the stochastic microstructure generation is reflected by the anisotropy factor ␤, Eq. 1. In this sense, ␤ has to be large enough in order to suppress fibers which are oriented along the z axis. 28 In our simulation, we have chosen a value of ␤ = 10,000. The smaller value of ␤ = 100 for the reconstruction of a SGL10BA ͑see Table I͒ corresponds to a smaller anisotropy of the material compared to the Toray090. In the context of the current work, the structure generation model is further validated in terms of the permeability of the digital microstructure with the available experimental data in the literature. But we note that there is a great potential to improve the structure generation, e.g., the simulation of crimped fibers, which can be seen as an extension of the approach presented in this paper.
Nevertheless, due to the material properties the binder is a wetting fluid with respect to the carbon fibers and its distribution follows the capillary forces. As a consequence the binder fills the small pores, i.e., all regions where the fibers are close packed already. An entire study of the relation between binder amount and the GDL properties is beyond the scope of this work. However, it can be safely assumed that the impact of the binder amount is rather small in the range of low nonwetting phase distribution. This is especially true for a highly porous and therefore a highly connected pore space. The 3D, reconstructed microstructures of the Toray090 and SGL10BA GDLs are shown in Fig. 2 .
Additionally, Fig. 3 exhibits the virtual SEM-like images from the reconstructed Toray090 and SGL10BA carbon paper GDLs, respectively, and they demonstrate good correspondence with the actual SEM images. As one can see from the comparison of Figs. 3b and 1b, neglecting the crimp of the fibers is a relatively strong simplification for the SGL10BA while the overall statistical parameters are still captured as shown in the following sections.
The structural properties, namely pore size distribution and intrinsic permeability of the GDL microstructures, are evaluated in order to validate these digital models against the physical properties of the real carbon paper GDLs.
Pore size distribution from granulometry.-The morphological opening with spheres of increasing radius is employed in order to determine the pore size distribution of the 3D microstructures. 29 Figures 4 and 5 show the pore size distributions for the reconstructed Toray090 and SGL10BA carbon paper GDLs, respectively, which are in good agreement with the measured data. Gostick et al. 20 report a mean pore radius of Toray090 in the range of 9-12 m.
Permeability.-The permeability tensor k is the proportionality constant between the average fluid velocity and applied pressure gradient in the porous medium. For the determination of k we performed a numerical micropermeatry on the 3D fiber structure by solving appropriate Stokes equation at low Reynolds numbers in the pore space using the lattice-Boltzmann ͑LB͒ method. [30] [31] [32] An attractive feature of the LB method is its ability to handle boundary conditions in any geometric structure with small numeric effort. To get correct no-slip boundary conditions for arbitrary viscosities, we apply the multirelaxation scheme ͑generalized lattice Boltzmann 33, 34 For a given pressure gradient, ٌ P, the velocity field and the average velocity through the system in the stationary state is calculated and thereafter the permeability, k, is evaluated using Darcy's law
where is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. The permeability, k, in Darcy's law ͑Eq. 2͒ does not depend on the fluid and is a pure geometric property measured in darcy ͑1 darcy Ӎ 10 −12 m 2 ͒. Table II shows that for both Toray090 and SGL10BA diffusion media the difference between the simulated permeability and measured data is in the range of 10-15%. For the simulation we used a cutout of 512 ϫ 512 ϫ 256 voxels. Since this deviation is in the order of macroscopic heterogeneities of the material, i.e., variation of the porosity, we conclude that a realization of the microstructure representative of the essential geometric features of the real nonwoven material is achieved.
Full-morphology model:
Capillary pressure-saturation relation.-Once the three-dimensional microstructure of the gas diffusion medium is generated, the stationary distribution of the wetting and nonwetting phases for arbitrary capillary pressure, p c , can be evaluated using a so-called full-morphology ͑FM͒ approach, which simulates the drainage process through the initially wetting phase saturated GDL. The FM approach is based on the original works by Hazlett 23 and Hilpert and Miller 24 and was compared to Lattice-Boltzmann and pore network models in Ref. 25 .
In the present work, the FM model is systematically employed for the quasi-static drainage simulation of liquid water within the nonwoven GDL and the model development relies on our preliminary work in Ref. 35 .
Model description.-In order to determine the pore space that will be accessible for the nonwetting phase ͑NWP͒ at a given pressure during drainage, the image is decomposed with the pore radius as ordering parameter. This can be done by a morphological opening which is defined as
In this case, X represents the pore space and B is a structuring element. In other words, the morphological opening determines the part of the pore space where the structuring element fits in. With the choice of the structuring element B, we make an assumption about the form of the interphase between O B ͑X͒ which is associated with the NWP and X − O B ͑X͒ associated with the WP. A common choice is spheres with different radii implying a spherical interphase between the two phases which is a reasonable approximation for isotropic porous media.
For a three-dimensional image of the structure, the opening with spherical structuring elements B r with different radii r ͓0,r max ͔ can be used to get a size distribution since it fulfills the relation
This corresponds to the concept of a granulometry 29 and has been successfully applied to porous media. 24, 36 For r = 0, O B r measures the total pore space, and r max corresponds to the radius of the 1. Initially, the entire pore space is filled with WP and the capillary pressure is zero. At one end, the diffusion medium is connected to a NWP reservoir while at the opposite end it is connected to the WP reservoir.
2. The pore space X is eroded by spheres with increasing radius r starting with the smallest radius, i.e., r = 1. The erosion is defined as
where B x,r is the structuring element centered at point x. We identify the radius r with the corresponding pressure according to the YoungLaplace equation
where ␥ is the surface tension between NWP and WP and the contact angle between WP and solid. 3. At the given capillary pressure, pores can be filled with NWP only if the erosion of the pore space has a continuous connection to the nonwetting reservoir. Hence, all pores are removed from the eroded pore space which are separated from this reservoir.
4. To determine the phase saturations, s n and s w for the NWP and WP, respectively, related to the given capillary pressure p c , the eroded set is dilated using the same structuring element as for erosion
It finally leads to the opening O B r ͑X͒ of the pore space with respect to B r as defined in Eq. 3. Then s n is simply the volume fraction of O B r ͑X͒ related to the total pore volume and s w = 1 − s n . 5. We proceed with step 2 for the next pressure step using the next larger structuring element.
In contrast to earlier publications in the framework of the FM model, our algorithm is not directly based on a structuring element. We take advantage of the fact that both the morphological erosion and the morphological dilation with spheres can be expressed by the parallel body of the structure. 37 Thus, the erosion and the dilation of the binary structure reduce to the problem of computing the euclidian distance map which has been solved already in a very smart way by Saito and Toriwaki. 38 It is worth noting that the application of the FM model is particularly suitable for the simulation of two-phase behavior within the GDL of a PEFC which exhibits only a small fraction of the pore space being occupied with liquid water under typical operating conditions.
Results and Discussions
Numerical experiment of primary drainage.-The basic idea of the numerical drainage experiment is to calculate the quasi-static states for the distribution of the wetting phase ͑WP͒ and the nonwetting phase ͑NWP͒ in the 3D porous sample. Initially the entire pore space of the GDL microstructure is filled with the wetting phase. The GDL sample is connected to a wetting-phase reservoir and a nonwetting phase reservoir at opposite ends in the flow direction. All other sides are closed. It is to be noted that for a hydrophobic GDL, air is the wetting phase and water is the nonwetting phase in a drainage experiment. To simulate the primary drainage process, we start with zero capillary pressure by applying a constant pressure of equal magnitude at both the reservoirs. Subsequently, the pressure difference between the wetting phase and the nonwetting phase reservoirs is reduced stepwise leading to increased capillary pressures. As a result, the pores are filled if they are "large" enough and have a connection to the NWP reservoir.
Thus, in the current simulation the bubble point can be exactly defined as the first continuous path for a sphere with radius, r, connecting two opposite ends of the porous sample.
Numerical experiment of the saturation for arbitrarily mobile fluids.-The requirement of a connection to the NWP reservoir is essential in the drainage simulation. Thus, not only the pore size distribution but also the connectivity of the pores plays an important role in the capillary pressure-saturation characteristics. When the connectivity of the pores to the reservoir is neglected the algorithm can be used to determine the cumulative pore size distribution. With 
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Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 154 ͑4͒ B419-B426 ͑2007͒ B422 the aid of the Young-Laplace's equation, Eq. 6, the cumulative pore size distribution can be interpreted as a capillary pressure-saturation curve. From a physical point of view this corresponds to phase distributions due to arbitrarily mobile wetting and nonwetting fluids. Neglecting the connectivity of the pores corresponds to a bundle of capillaries and can be seen as a lower bound of the capillary pressure-saturation curve. 39 Capillary pressure-saturation curves.-The selection of an appropriate contact angle is the key to the quantitative evaluation of capillary pressure-saturation relation, as is evident from the YoungLaplace's equation, Eq. 6. However, there is wide debate over the actual contact angle of the GDL materials reported in the literature. For instance, Benziger et al. 40 reported a measured contact angle for the Toray090 carbon paper of 170°for the advancing water and 120°f or the receding water, respectively. Please note that it is common practice to define the contact angle with respect to the water regardless if water is the nonwetting or the wetting fluid. Thus, a contact angle larger than 90°indicates that the material is hydrophobic.
Additionally, it is often assumed that the contact angle does not vary with Teflon amounts in the range of 20-60%. In contrast, Gostick et al. 20 distinguished between an observed and an effective contact angle and reported values of 146°and 112°, respectively. Investigations by Mathias et al. 1 showed the influence of the technique on the measured contact angle. For the slightly thinner Toray060, they found values between 135°and 156°depending on the Teflon amount by the sessile drop method. Using the Wilhelmy method, they determined values between 170°for advancing and 134°for receding water. Benziger et al. 40 measured the capillary pressure at the bubble point of the material in the range of 0.05-0.1 bar. From the FM model we determine a pore radius of 10.39 m at the bubble point. This is in agreement with the data from Benziger et al. 40 when we assume a contact angle between 111°and 136°. Therefore, in the present study, we use an average contact angle of 120°for our predictions.
It is important to note that since the quasi-static two-phase distribution in the FM model is based on a purely morphological consideration of overlapping spheres, the static contact angle of 120°d eployed in the Young-Laplace equation, Eq. 6, rather acts as a numerical parameter in the evaluation of the capillary pressure and, however, does not reflect in the corresponding interfacial shape between the two phases. The influence of the contact angle on the shape of the geometrical fitting element instead of a spherical element in the two-phase distribution is envisioned as a future extension of the current FM model. Figure 6 shows the capillary pressure-NWP saturation relations for the Toray090 and the SGL10BA GDL from the primary drainage as well as the simulations based on arbitrarily mobile fluids. It is to be noted that the GDL sample size for the drainage simulation is chosen to be 2048 ϫ 2048 ϫ 256 voxels as mentioned in Table I .
Both the Toray090 and SGL10BA GDL microstructures exhibit similar entry pressure for the initiation of the invasion of the nonwetting phase into the wetting phase saturated domain in the primary drainage experiment. As expected, both the GDL structures display close agreement between the capillary pressure curves predicted by the primary drainage simulation and the assumption of arbitrarily mobile fluids toward the irreducible saturation limit. The Toray090 GDL exhibits gradual increase of capillary pressure in the liquid water saturation level ranging between 0.1 and 0.6. The SGL10BA GDL, on the other hand, shows a sudden jump in the liquid water saturation level from 0.1 to 0.6 with negligible increase in the capillary pressure. These observations are direct manifestations of the underlying pore morphology and such capillary pressure-saturation relations could prove to be valuable inputs for macroscopic two-phase fuel cell models.
Nonwetting phase distribution in the drainage process.- Figure  7 shows the static liquid water saturation distributions within the Toray090 GDL microstructure at different capillary pressure levels obtained from the primary drainage experiment. At bubble point, the invading liquid water front finds a connected pathway through the GDL structure and reaches the air reservoir. From the saturation distribution observed at the bubble point state, it is clear that with increasing capillary pressure, several water fronts start penetrating into the air-saturated domain based on the pore size distribution and the resulting capillary force in the pattern of fractal fingering. This pattern of the liquid water saturation predicted under infinitesimal capillary number cannot be compared with the liquid water saturation map observed by Djilali and co-workers 41, 42 in ex situ experiments by injecting 0.02 mL/min liquid water into a 0.0314 cm 2 GDL area which corresponds to an equivalent current density of 112 A/cm 2 . Figure 6 . Capillary pressure-saturation curves determined by the full morphology model. Shown is the primary drainage curve where the nonwetting phase enters the sample from the top or bottom of the sample. In the case of the arbitrarily mobile fluids, the connectivity of the pores is neglected. The contact angle was set to 120°. Top: Toray090, bottom: SGL10BA. Figure 7 . ͑Color online͒ Visualization of the nonwetting phase distribution in the simulated drainage process as iso surface plots. In ͑a͒, the void space is entirely filled with the wetting phase. The images ͑b͒-͑f͒ show the quasistatic states of the penetrating nonwetting phase with increasing capillary pressure. The nonwetting phase enters the pores from the bottom. In ͑f͒ the bubble point is reached which corresponds to a connecting path from the bottom to the top.
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Effect of the sample size on the nonwetting phase saturation.-Compared to other simulation techniques, the FM model allows the investigation of rather large sample sizes. But compared to the macroscopic flow field in the GDL the dimensions are still small and one has to take care of the size effects. This is especially the case for the saturation near the bubble point which is important from the actual fuel cell operation standpoint. For a random heterogeneous medium, such as the investigated carbon papers, the saturation in the drainage process depends on the pore size distribution and the connectivity of the pores. In particular the connectivity of the pores can exhibit large variations for small samples. The impact of the sample size for a Toray090 GDL microstructure on the water saturation is shown in Fig. 8 where the bubble point saturation for increasing sample sizes is shown. As can be seen from Fig. 8 , the water saturation varies between 0.15 and 0.31 for different sample sizes. The large difference at small sample size is expected but it is remarkable that even on a mm scale, variation of about 10% can be found. However, the percolation threshold and the corresponding capillary pressure using the Young-Laplace's law are not affected by the sample size.
Leverett-J function.- Figure 9 shows the capillary pressuresaturation data in terms of Leverett-J function for the Toray090 and SGL10BA GDLs from the drainage simulations along with measured data reported by Gostick et al. 20 The J-function curves for both the GDLs exhibit a similar trend. Toray090 GDL displays very good agreement with the measured data over the entire saturation range while the SGL10BA GDL shows reasonable agreement with the experimental measurements especially in the higher saturation range. However, it should be noted that the J function reported by Gostick et al. 20 does not include the contact angle effect on the capillary pressure-saturation behavior.
Effect of clamping pressure.-Compression modeling.-The detailed modeling of a porous material under compression is a challenging task of applied structural mechanics. In the context of the current work, a reduced model of compression is employed. The present model is based on a macroscopically homogeneous material which is fixed at one end ͑bottom͒ and loaded on the opposite end ͑top͒. Thus, the displacement is zero at the bottom and maximal at the top of the sample. Neglecting the transverse strain, we can directly transfer that macroscopic behavior into a displacement of the solid voxels. The compression ratio, c, is defined as c = Height of the compressed sample Initial height ͓8͔
The new height hЈ of each voxel can be calculated as its position along the z axis by
where h is the uncompressed position and the square brackets indicate rounding to the closest integer. Additionally, in the reduced compression model, we do not allow the solid voxels to penetrate into each other. Thus, with increasing compaction ratio more voxels lay on top of each other since the x-y position is maintained fixed. However, with our reduced model, it is difficult to find a relation between the compression ratio and the external load. Nevertheless, our approach leads to reliable 3D morphology of the nonwoven GDL structures under compression and is detailed in the next section.
Through-plane permeability under compression.-The compression model was applied to the reconstructed SGL10BA GDL microstructure in order to realize compression ratios of 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, and 0.5. The compression ratios of 0.8 and 0.6 are shown in Fig. 10 together with the uncompressed sample ͑compression ratio equals 1͒. For the five compression ratios, the permeability was determined in the through-plane direction using the lattice-Boltzmann model. These values were normalized with respect to the permeability of the uncompressed sample of 21.1 of darcy as reported in Table II , and are shown in Fig. 11 . Dohle et al. 43 published measured data of the through-plane permeability of a SGL10BA for different compression ratios. These data are included in Fig. 11 and show a similar trend as our simulation. Due to the limited data available in the context of this work it is not possible to give a quantitative evaluation of the reduced compression model.
Variation of the pore size distribution under compression.-Due to the compression of the sample, the pore size distribution is expected to shift toward smaller pores. Figure 12 shows the pore size distributions of the uncompressed and 50% compressed GDL microstructures. It can be observed that the maxima of the pore size distribution changes from about 17 to about 10 m under 50% compression. Interestingly, the width of the distribution is only slightly reduced. Capillary pressure-saturation curves.-The primary drainage simulation was performed using the FM model with the uncompressed and compressed SGL10BA GDL microstructures. The variation of nonwetting phase saturation with capillary pressure is shown in Fig. 13 for the SGL10BA GDL in the uncompressed state as well as with compression ratio of 0.7 and 0.5 from the primary drainage simulation.
It is quite evident that increased compression leads to more tortuous pore structure which in turn requires increasing capillary pressure for the invasion of the nonwetting phase into the wetting phase saturated GDL in order to achieve the same level of saturation. The increase in the bubble point pressure with increased compression level further testifies the extra level of resistance offered by the compressed GDL owing to the underlying morphology as opposed to the uncompressed sample. The capillary pressure-saturation curves are further fitted according to the van Genuchten correlation 
͓10͔
and all the compression levels can be adequately realized with the same parameter, n = 7.38. It should be noted that the van Genuchten correlations match particularly well with the simulated data toward the lower bounds of the water saturation range.
Conclusion
The two-phase characteristics in terms of capillary pressuresaturation relation for the Toray090 and SGL10BA GDL materials is evaluated using the FM approach based on the realistic digital microstructures of the investigated nonwoven GDL materials.
The GDL microstructures are realized using a stochastic reconstruction technique and the reconstructed structures exhibit good agreement with the measured microstructural properties. The capillary pressure-saturation data obtained from the simulations can be used as valuable inputs to the macroscopic two-phase fuel cell models as closure relations. The importance of clamping pressure on the two-phase characteristics is demonstrated through the evaluation of capillary pressure curves for various levels of compression through the deployment of a reduced compression model coupled with the FM model for the SGL10BA GDL.
The two-phase characteristic of a compressed GDL is determined based on its full 3D microstructure. Overall the comprehensive modeling capability described in the present work is of significant importance in terms of providing reliable two-phase correlations for high-fidelity two-phase simulations where the GDL compression effect can be adequately described.
Finally, one of the major strengths of our approach lies in its application for virtual material design since we relate the material properties to the underlying 3D microstructure. 
